
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GeographyGeographyGeographyGeography    History History History History     

ArtArtArtArt    D&TD&TD&TD&T    

Key VocabularyKey VocabularyKey VocabularyKey Vocabulary    
Texture     Medium    
Composition 
Scale 
Proportion 
Scale     
Shadow   
Reflections 
Cross-hatching   
Tone     
Shade     
Smudging 
Stippling    

 

 

    

 

Key Knowledge Key Knowledge Key Knowledge Key Knowledge     
1.To know 
who Anne 
Brierly is.  
2.To know 
about 
Tutankhamen
’s death mask 
3. To have 
an awareness 
of ancient 
art.  

Key SkillsKey SkillsKey SkillsKey Skills    
1.Use a variety of mediums in their work i.e., 
pen and ink, charcoal, sketching pencils and 
pastels. 
2. Represent the texture of a surface using a 
range of mark making techniques 
3. Develop an awareness of composition, scale, 
and proportion in drawings. 
4. Draw in a variety of scales- begin to produce 
more detailed sketches for larger pieces. 
5. Use a variety of techniques to add 
interesting effects 
 

Anne BrierlyAnne BrierlyAnne BrierlyAnne Brierly – 
Local drawing 
Artist 

Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary     
Shaduf  
Tripod  
Counterweight  
Dowel  
Wood  
Measure  
Balance  
Vessel 
Pulley 
Components   

 

 

Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary     
Hemisphere 
Equator  
Tropics of cancer 
and Capricorn  
Climate 
Sustainability 
Geographical 
River Nile  
Tributary  
Meander  
Locality  
 

 

  

 

Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary Key Vocabulary      
Howard Carter 
Ancient Egypt  
Africa  
Daily life  
Artefacts  
Mummification 
Tutankhamun  
Tomb 
Discovery  
Sources  
 
 

 

 

 

Key Key Key Key Knowledge:Knowledge:Knowledge:Knowledge:    To know… 
1. order important Ancient Egyptian events.  
2. where the Ancient Egyptian occurred in world history. 
3. who Howard Carter was. 
4. about the importance of the River Nile to the Egyptians.   
5. about Egyptian life from artefacts.  
6. about Ancient Egyptian life from artists interpretations.  
7. about Tutankhamun 
8. why the Ancient Egyptian way of life declined.  

Ancient EgyptAncient EgyptAncient EgyptAncient Egypt    

Key KnowledgeKey KnowledgeKey KnowledgeKey Knowledge: : : : To… 
1.  Identify the equator, 
tropics of cancer and 
Capricorn and the 
hemispheres.  
2.Name features of the 
River Nile.  
3. know the significance 
of the River Nile on the 
Egyptian people. 

 
 
 
 

Main kMain kMain kMain key Skillsey Skillsey Skillsey Skills    
1. Respond to challenging geographical 
questions by planning a range of tasks in 
order to find the answers. 
2. Use primary and secondary sources to 
find information about a range of 
localities. 
3. Conduct fieldwork tasks using 
geographical vocabulary.  
4. Identify the equator, tropics of cancer 
and Capricorn, north and southern 
hemispheres and the artic circles.  
5. Identify an increasing range of 
physical processes, e.g., climate zones 
6. Identify an increasing range of human 
processes,  
7.Talk about and give reasons for own 
and others’ views about changes to the 
environment. 

Key KnowledgKey KnowledgKey KnowledgKey Knowledgeeee----    
to know…        
1. How Shaduf’s 
were built.   
2.How they were 
used.  
3. Why they 
were important.  

 

 

Key SkillsKey SkillsKey SkillsKey Skills    
1.To research, design, make and evaluate an 
Ancient Egyptian Shaduf.  
2.    Generate plans and designs based on Generate plans and designs based on Generate plans and designs based on Generate plans and designs based on 
researchresearchresearchresearch 
3.    Use annotated and crossUse annotated and crossUse annotated and crossUse annotated and cross----sectional sketches.sectional sketches.sectional sketches.sectional sketches. 
4. Select a range of appropriate tools to cut, 
shape and join materials and components 
effectively. 
5. Construct a simple pulley using rope over a Construct a simple pulley using rope over a Construct a simple pulley using rope over a Construct a simple pulley using rope over a 
horizontal bar to raise an object off the horizontal bar to raise an object off the horizontal bar to raise an object off the horizontal bar to raise an object off the 
ground.ground.ground.ground.    
 

 

 

Main Main Main Main Key skillsKey skillsKey skillsKey skills----    
1.Answer questions about the past selecting information from a wide 
range of sources. 
2.Talk about and give reasons for an event being interpreted in a 
range of different ways. 
3.Describe features of historical events beyond living memory. 
4.Talk about and give reasons for the actions of, and events in the 
life of a well-known historical person. (Howard Carter. 
5.Compare and analyse the factors that caused change in the past. 

 

ShadufShadufShadufShaduf – Axel 
and pulley 


